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MINI GAMES FOR PROFESSIONAL AWARENESS IN INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY
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Abstract

Introductory psychology courses in higher education usually focus on disseminating psychological theory and lack application of this knowledge to the practical context of work. We expect a game-based approach to support more active and experiential learning, and develop a series of mini-games to increase awareness of study specialisations and careers in psychology.

This short ‘work in progress’ paper first describes the instructional design of these mini-games that provide our psychology students with more authentic, rich and active learning environments. We then describe our research design with some preliminary findings. We administered questionnaires before and after gameplay and collected logging data on gameplay. Participants were allocated randomly to four experimental groups that used variants of the games, differing in assignment order (fixed or free, so more active) and number of sources (one or more per assignment, so richer). At the time of submitting this paper, 12 mini-games are available that have been studied by 80 students (complete datasets).

Preliminary results show a positive treatment effect of gameplay on professional awareness, as indicated by a 12% knowledge increase about work practice. Students evaluate the gameplay (authenticity, usability, flow) and setup of game content (learnability) as ‘more than sufficient’ to ‘good’. Some between-groups differences within the 2x2 game variants were found. For instance, a fixed order of assignments was found to produce more efficient learning, and the provision of more sources was found to increase feelings of authentic learning. Between-group comparisons did not reveal significant differences on other dependent variables studied (like motivation, flow, usability, learnability, grade).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Active learning through meaningful and playful practice has been shown to positively influence students’ professional awareness (e.g., [1], [6], [10]). Positive effects of acquiring more transversal skills on both professional insight and (as a consequence) involvement during academic and professional careers, have been reported. When students have a more concrete idea of their own interests and preferences, they can better engage with future careers. Such ‘professional games’ provide a learning context that simulates the context in which students will apply their learning. In that way, learning activities become more relevant and motivating, and increase the likelihood that acquired skills will actually transfer to real-world situations ([4], [5]). Such gaming or playful learning in context is recognized as an activity that can enhance students’ motivation to learn and lead to better learning results when compared with more traditional learning (e.g., [3], [11]). Active learning involves the learner in activities aimed at self-directed learning ([2]). Situated (or contextually “rich”) learning provides the learner with meaningful experiences to experience consequences of actions through “rich media” presentation formats ([4]). As with active learning, a “richer” context is assumed to contribute to more sustained and self-directed learning. Both learning paradigms limp on the idea that motivation initiates and sustains learning if adequate learner support is given ([7],[10]), and that initial motivation arises from tasks or experiences ([8], [9]).

Our instructional design departs from an overarching scenario that connects authentic cases from practice to learning activities in education, represented through 16 scenario-based mini-games (of which 12 were available at the time of this study). At the basis of the scenario lies a multi-faceted problem family that is to be analysed and treated from four main psychological perspectives, that are offered as specialisations in our Master program Psychology (being clinical psychology, labour and organisation psychology, life counselling psychology, and health psychology). Professional competences practiced by (carrying out practical assignments within) the mini-games (each takes approximately 1-2 hours to study) are e.g.: how to communicate with patients; how to conduct tests and therapies in actual practice;
how to conduct an anamnesis during intake; how to build and analyse client files; and how to deal with practical dilemmas, useless information and unexpected events. All scenarios have been worked out in close collaboration with domain experts from our faculty of Psychology. Elaborated scenarios were implemented and worked out into mini-games using our home-brew and dedicated EMERGO platform for developing and distributing professional games for experiential learning ([13]). Such mini-games make students play an active and explorative role in authentic professional settings, which is expected to increase professional awareness and involvement. Gameplay supports students in finding out more about their values, beliefs and strengths (personal identity), and in finding out more about interesting specialisations and preferred career options, as well as tools and networks to get there (professional identity). Where authentic cases show overlap, mini-games can have a collaborative or integrative nature between specialisations.

Figure 1 provides some more concrete insights into the mini-games. The four screen grabs depict: (upper left) a. the (twelve) mini-games with respective domain experts, as well as the (virtual) supervisor (on the right); (upper right) b. a list of assignments available within a mini-game, with the first assignment always being an interview with the domain expert; (lower left) c. an assignment in which the student has to analyse and categorise video fragments of an intake interview; and (lower right) the dashboard that presents individual competence growth on generic and domain-specific professional competences and apparent preferences for specialisations (the latter available after 75% of gameplay).

Figure 1. Screengrabs from mini-games for psychology awareness

We carried out an experimental study that had three main research questions: 1. Does playing the mini-games increase professional awareness of what the work of psychologists entails?; 2. Does offering a more flexible study path (more active learning) effect learning and satisfaction?; and 3. Does offering more resources (richer learning) effect learning and satisfaction? The next section will describe the research design of this study in some more detail.

2 METHODOLOGY

When participants decide to start gameplay (a mandatory component of this psychology course), as well as agree to participate in the study (by informed consent), our LMS redirects them to the EMERGO player environment. Before starting and after ending gameplay, EMERGO redirects them to a pre- and post-questionnaire respectively, that both are implemented and delivered in LimeSurvey. Both questionnaires contain sets of questions about professional psychology practice. The post-questionnaire furthermore contains items / scales measuring students’ (subjective) appreciations of flow, authenticity, motivation, learnability, usability and satisfaction (with gameplay) as dependent variables.

Questionnaires: The (sixteen) MC items on psychology practice were developed by members of our own Psychology staff. We used all (23) items of the validated e-flow questionnaire ([14]) to measure
perceived flow in online learning, for this study we have developed (19) items to measure perceived authenticity, used all (13) items of the validated IMI questionnaire ([15]) to measure motivation, have used (9) items from a validated questionnaire ([16]) to measure learnability, have used two scales (6 items) from the validated UMUX questionnaire ([17]) to measure usability, and finally have developed (7) items to measure attitude towards playing games. Cronbach's alphas found were ‘good’ to ‘excellent’ for all 5-point Likert scales, respectively $\alpha = .935$ for flow, $\alpha = .950$ for authenticity, $\alpha = .925$ for motivation, $\alpha = .816$ for learnability, $\alpha = .854$ for usability, and $\alpha = .817$ for attitude; and based on the variance of scores they all appear to have discriminative power. Average scores on the scales could therefore be used for further analyses. Finally, students were asked to evaluate the game content (EVAL_CONT) and gameplay (EVAL_GAME), scored on a 10-point scale.

Logging data: A dedicated research data component of the EMERGO authoring environment logged and extracted various gameplay activities as potentially interesting dependent variables. For this study we have looked into total playtime (in hours), the number of revisits to games (REV_GAME) and assignments (REV_ASS), the amount of (extra) resources opened (ORES_NR, EXRES_NR) with the average time (in minutes) they were open (ORES_TIM, EXRES_TIM), the number of deviations from the (standard) order of assignments (DEV_ASS), and an in-game performance score (PERF). This performance score is based on monitoring all errors made during gameplay and later transformed into 0-100% scores, with a 100% score indicating that no errors were made by student (most efficient learning) and a 0% score indicating ‘random behavior’ (or less) by student (least efficient learning), scores that are depending on the number of alternatives (nAlt) and amount of errors (nErr) for each activity. All assignment activities (total of 48 assignments, some having two or more sub assignments) were monitored, including a variety of tools like for answering MC questions, multi-select options, to categorize items (using drag-and-drop tools), for selecting text fragments, to generate pie charts, for axis-positioning, and others. Finally, we unobtrusively obtained (at the end of each assignment) student assessments of attractiveness (NICE_ASS) and task complexity (COMP_ASS) of assignments, that were scored on a 6-point scale.

Grades: After completing gameplay, participants had to take two partial exams to finish the course. At the time of writing of this article, for most participants only grades for the first part were available.

Data collection and analyses: Raw data from LimeSurvey, EMERGO and university’s student administration were collated into an Excel sheet and stored securely to warrant student privacy by the principle investigator. An anonymized dataset (excluding student numbers) was imported into SPSS (version 24) were additional transformations (e.g., redirecting negative item scores, calculating effect sizes (partial eta squares) when significant effects were found (sub section 3.3).

3 RESULTS

In this section we present statistical descriptives on all main dependent variables (sub section 3.1), a paired samples t-test to establish a treatment effect of gameplay (sub section 3.2), and various univariate tests of variance (ANOVA’s) to test for effects of conditions (variants of gameplay), including effect sizes (partial eta squares) when significant effects were found (sub section 3.3).

3.1 Descriptives

Tabel 1 presents an overview of statistical descriptives (minimal and maximal scores, means and standard deviations) for all dependent variables as were obtained from questionnaires and computer logging over all conditions of gameplay. The average time spent on playing the 12 mini-games is 17.15 hours (like we expected when designing the mini-games), although we see a lot of variance between students (ranging from about 4 to 40 hours). Participants appreciate authenticity, motivation, learnability and usability of playing the games with average scores between 6.8 (more than sufficient) and 7.6 (good). Content and gameplay are evaluated with averages around 7.3 but again with a large variance between students. The average attractiveness of assignments can be considered as “moderate to high” ($M = 3.93$) and the average complexity can be considered as “low to moderate” ($M = 2.61$).

Participants that had freedom to change the order of assignments hardly made use of this, with a maximum of only 4 deviations (DEV_ASS). Participants that had the possibility to open extra sources hardly made of this, with a maximum of only 6 extra resources opened (EXRES_NR). Finally, observed average scores for in-game flow and performance (both around 6.2) are sufficient, again with much discriminating variance between participants.
We encountered some “marginally significant” differences with small effect sizes participants as a more motivating and authentic learning alternative, and that playing increases the level regarding our first research question, 4

Additional sources

Regarding our first research question, we may conclude that playing the mini-games is appreciated by participants as a more motivating and authentic learning alternative, and that playing increases the level
of professional awareness. When comparing gaming variants (regarding the second and third research question), we found significant indications that providing some level of fixed (or logical) order in assignments might be beneficial for more efficient learning, and that providing sufficient background sources might contribute to a sense of authentic learning.

Preliminary results are to be taken with caution due to limitations in the current state of study. First of all, reported effects are of small effect size due to relatively small numbers of participants (16 to 21 per condition). Around 300 students will participate to guarantee sufficient effect sizes, but at the deadline for submitting this paper only 80 complete datasets could be analysed. Secondly, the within-game treatments A (more active) and B (richer) appear to be relatively small and scarcely noticed and / or used by gamers. Besides, skipping assignments or changing their order might not be a good indicator of more active learning when assignments (partly) build on each other. By skipping assignments, students might miss relevant information and make more errors, which then explains lower performance scores in A+ groups. It is likely that many gamers did not notice the presence of the ‘extra sources’ button, since only 10% made use of it. We need to continue this study with larger numbers of participants and / or repeat this study with much larger differences between conditions (e.g. by providing even less structure in one condition or by providing clearer access to even more additional sources).

We plan to look into some more qualitative data available like answers to the open questionnaire items, and will compare student evaluations of this revised introductory psychology course with the old course (that did not contain gaming as component). To include retention and throughput data is also recommended. The didactic scenarios and gaming mechanics designed seem to be of generic value when we want to increase professional awareness in other domains than psychology, and it would be interesting to see if similar game development and empirical studies could be replicated in other domains to generalise these finding. Notwithstanding such and other constraints, this study provides other empirical evidence for the enormous potential that professional games hold for more experiential education and further research in this area.
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